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A MEASUREMENT OF b QUARK FRAGMENTATIONFRACTIONS BY CDF�S. GadomskiCERN, Geneva CH-1211, SwitzerlandandThe Henryk Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Polandon behalf of the CDF Collaboration(Reeived April 2, 2001)A new tehnique to measure the b quark fragmentation frations inpp ollisions is desribed. Using a 70 pb�1 sample of low-mass dimuontrigger data reorded with the Collider Detetor at Fermilab, we iden-tify B mesons by observing double semileptoni deays b ! �X with ! s�X . By ounting the numbers of K�(892)0, K�(892)+ and �(1020)mesons produed in assoiation with these muon pairs, we measure theratio of strange to non-strange B meson prodution to be fs=(fu + fd) =(21:0� 3:6(stat:)+3:8�3:0(syst:))%. This measurement and the omplementarymeasurement done at CDF are the most preise available from hadron ol-lisions to date. The ombined CDF result on the absolute fragmentationfration for B0s mesons is fs = (16:0� 2:5)%.PACS numbers: 13.60.Le, 14.65.Fy, 13.25.Ft1. IntrodutionThe prodution of b quarks in hadroni ollisions is desribed by per-turbative quantum hromodynamis. The ensuing prodution of hadronsontaining b quarks is desribed by phenomenologial models where a freequark ombines with an anti-quark to form a olourless meson [1, 2℄. Inthese fragmentation models the �avour of the anti-quark is not predited apriori and must be taken from experiment. The knowledge of the b quarkfragmentation frations is important for the measurement of other B me-son properties suh as B �B osillations and B hadron lifetimes. A preisedetermination of fs will impat numerous other measurements.� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on b Physis and CP Violation,Craow, Poland, January 5�7, 2001. (1757)



1758 S. GadomskiThe LEP experiments have determined the fragmentation frations forb quarks produed in the e+e� ! Z0 ! b�b proess. The probabilities fuand fd, to produe B+ or B0 mesons respetively, are assumed to be equalsine the two spetator quarks have nearly equal masses. The ombinedLEP result is fu � fd = (39:7 +1:8�2:2)% [3℄. The most preise estimate of fs,the fragmentation fration into B0s mesons, is urrently derived from B �Bosillations using measurements of the �avour averaged mixing parameter�� = fs�s + fd�d together with measurements of �d = x2d=[2(1 + x2d)℄ wherexd = �md�B0 . The result of this determination ombined with measure-ments of fs from the produt branhing fration fs � B(B0s ! D�s l+�X)from the LEP experiments [4℄ gives fs = (10:5 +1:8�1:7)% [3℄.In this paper, we brie�y desribe a measurement of fs=(fu + fd) doneby the CDF ollaboration at the Tevatron p�p ollider. The result was �rstreported in [5℄, where a desription of the detetor and a more detaileddesription of the method an be found. The measurement is based on theobservation of double semileptoni B meson deays produed in p�p ollisionsat a enter of mass energy of 1.8 TeV. We selet deays where �rst the Bmeson deays to a muon, neutrino and harm meson. We further requirethe resulting harm meson deay to a muon that is opposite in harge to themuon resulting from the B meson deay. The deays used in this analysisare: B0s ! �+�� D�s Xj�!���� �(1020)j�!K+K�;B0; B+ ! �+�� D�Xj�!���� K�(892)0j�!K+��;B0; B+ ! �+�� D0Xj�!���� K�(892)+j�!K0S�+j�!�+��:In this paper all referenes to a spei� harge state imply the hargeonjugate state as well. We use our data to measure the relative fragmen-tation frations for strange, B0s , and light, B0 or B+, meson prodution byidentifying �(1020), K�(892)0 and K�(892)+ mesons in the �nal state. In



A Measurement of b Quark Fragmentation Frations by CDF 1759the ourse of extrating these measurements we also set limits on the rela-tive branhing fration for harm mesons to deay into the heavier strangemesons, K1(1270), K�1 (1410) and K�2 (1430).This tehnique of identifying B meson deays with two neutrinos in the�nal state has reently been used by the CDF ollaboration [6℄. In gen-eral, CDF has identi�ed B mesons using either fully-reonstruted deaysontaining a harmonium meson (e.g. B+ ! J= K+ or B0 ! J= K0S) orlepton-harm orrelations to reonstrut semileptoni B meson deays. Inthe latter ase the harm deays were fully reonstruted suh that therewas only one missing neutrino in the reonstruted B meson �nal state.This analysis expands the territory of B physis at CDF by identifyingdouble semileptoni B deays in whih neither the parent B meson nor itsdaughter harm meson are fully reonstruted. CDF an trigger e�ientlyon dimuon events that onstitute the dataset used in this study.We assume equal fragmentation frations to both light B mesons, i.e.fu = fd. We measure the ratio of fs=(fu+fd) in order to avoid the systematiunertainties oming from the unertainty in the b quark prodution ross-setion. In addition, the detetor and trigger ine�ienies that are ommonto the three signal hannels anel in the ratio. The measurement of the ratioof fragmentation frations will therefore be more preise than a measurementof fs alone.Another measurement of the fragmentation frations, using B ! De�Xdeays with fully reonstruted harm deays, was also done at CDF [7, 8℄.The results of the seond measurement, as well as the results of the ombinedCDF �t, are given in Setion 6.2. Data seletionSome desription of the CDF detetor an be found in [5℄ and a moredetailed one an be found in [9℄. The data used in this study orrespond toan integrated luminosity of 70 pb�1 and were olleted between November1994 and July 1995. The data was olleted using a dediated trigger hannelsensitive to dimuons with invariant mass was between 1.0 and 2.8 GeV=2.The pT of both muon andidates needed to be greater than 2.1 GeV= forthe trigger to selet the event.The seletion following the trigger is desribed in more detail in [5℄.The �nal event sample is subdivided into lasses by identifying � mesons,K�0 mesons and K�+ mesons assoiated with dimuons in the �nal state.We �t the invariant mass distributions of the strange meson daughters toextrat our andidate yields. In this setion we present �ts to distributionsassoiated with Opposite-Sign (OS) dimuons, where we expet to see thesignals from B meson deay.



1760 S. GadomskiWe denote �, K�0 and K�+ mesons as \K". We label two muons ineah event as �B and �D in suh a way that the relationship M(\K"�B) >M(\K"�D) is satis�ed. In 98% of signal events �D de�ned in suh a wayis the muon from the  quark deay and not from the b quark deay. Beingable to distinguish the two muons helps to resolve the harge ombinationsin ase of K�0 and K�+ signals. It also helps to �t B and D deays vertiesseparately with the orret trak assignment.Figure 1 shows the � meson signal observed in the K+K� mass distribu-tion. The rosses represent the data distribution while the solid line showsthe �t desribed by a Breit�Wigner lineshape smeared by our reonstru-tion resolution. The dashed line shows the extrapolation of the polynomialbakground under the signal peak. From this sample we measure a yield ofN(�) = 103 � 16 events.

Fig. 1. The observed K+K� invariant mass distribution showing the � mesonsignal in opposite sign dimuon events. The data are represented by rosses. The�t of the signal and bakground is shown with the solid line and the bakgroundomponent under the signal peak is indiated by the dashed line.A K�0 signal is visible in the K+�� invariant mass distribution shownin Fig. 2. The harge of the harm muon (�D) designates the trak with aharge opposite that of �D to be the kaon and the remaining trak is then apion. Those ombinations form the Right-Sign distribution (RS). Swappingthe K � partile assignments results in a Wrong-Sign (WS) distribution. Asimultaneous �t of both distributions gives us additional onstraints on theombinatorial bakground.



A Measurement of b Quark Fragmentation Frations by CDF 1761In Fig. 2 the rosses show the data distribution and the solid line showsthe ombined �t. The RS distribution has three omponents: a Breit�Wigner K�0 signal (dashed line), a �satellite� struture peaking near thresh-old (dotted line) and a ombinatorial bakground (dashed-dotted line). The�satellite� is produed by ombinations of harged kaons, primarily from�D0 ! K+���� deays, with pions of low transverse momentum, mostlyfrom D�� ! �D0�� deays. The wrong-sign distribution has three om-ponents: a re�etion of the K�0 signal produed by mistaken K � � massassignments (dashed line), a re�etion of the �satellite� peak (dotted line)and a ombinatorial bakground (dashed-dotted line). The ombinatorialbakground does not ontain kaons orrelated in harge with �D. Thus, byonstrution, it has the same shape in the RS and WS distributions. Weperform a simultaneous �t to the RS and WS distributions with the ombi-

Fig. 2. The observed K+�� invariant mass distributions showing the �t of theK�0 meson signal observed in opposite sign dimuon events. The top plot showsright-sign K� ombinations with respet to the muon from harm deay and thebottom plot shows the wrong sign distribution. Crosses represent the data and thesolid line shows the �t result. Details of the �t omponents, shown with non-solidlines, are desribed in the text.



1762 S. Gadomskinatorial bakground onstrained to be the same in both distributions. Thetemplates for the mass shape of the signal, the �satellite� and their re�e-tions were produed by a Monte Carlo alulation. The �t returns a yieldof N(K�0) = 683 � 55 events.

Fig. 3. ObservedK0S�+ invariant mass distributions showing the K�+ meson signalobserved in opposite sign dimuon events. The top plot shows right-sign K0S�+ombinations with respet to the muon from harm deay and the bottom plotshows the wrong sign distribution. Crosses represent the data. The solid linerepresents the �t result, the dotted line shows the K�+ signal and the dashed lineshows the extrapolation of the ombinatorial bakground under the signal peak.To measure the K�+ signal we reonstrut K0S ! �+�� deays. We �tthe K0S deay vertex using opposite-harge trak pairs. We require the K0Stransverse deay length to be greater than 2 m and less than 100 m. Wealso require jM(�+��)�M(K0S)j < 20 MeV. The reonstruted trajetory oftheK0S meson is used with the trajetories of the �D and �� andidates, to �tthe harm deay vertex ( �D0 ! K�+����;K�+ ! K0S�+). The subsequent �tof the B meson deay vertex is the same as in the other two signal hannels.



A Measurement of b Quark Fragmentation Frations by CDF 1763The K0S�+ mass distributions are shown in Fig. 3 together with the re-sults of the �ts to the RS and WS distributions. The right sign ombinationsare those for whih the harge of the reonstruted K�+ is opposite to that of�D. Unlike the K�0 �t, there is no ambiguity in the K�� mass assignment,hene no re�etion of the signal into the WS distribution exists. Howeverthe bakground an have omponents orrelated in harge to �D. In the si-multaneous �t of the RS and WS distributions, we use the same bakgroundshape but allow the relative normalisation to vary. The �t returns a yieldof N(K�+) = 94� 21 events.3. BakgroundsThe �nal state B meson deays studied here involve two missing neutri-nos. Therefore many of the usual onstraints on potential bakgrounds areweaker than in ases where the �nal state is more fully reonstruted. Wequantify potential soures of bakground in [5℄. In this setion we an onlybrie�y list the bakgrounds that were quanti�ed.In the semileptoni deay of harm mesons there is a di�erene betweenthe sum of measured branhing frations to partiular hannels and the mea-sured total semileptoni branhing fration [3℄. This de�it is large enoughto aommodate a signi�ant branhing fration for the deays D ! Kx��,where Kx ould represent K1(1270), K�1 (1410) or K�2 (1430). The semilep-toni harm deay to Kx ould be followed by a strong deay Kx ! K�X,where K� represents K�0 or K�+, ontributing to the signals we are study-ing and providing a potential bakground to the measurement. An upperlimit was set on this bakground by searhing for evidene of other deaysof the heavy kaons Kx in the data sample.Several other potential bakgrounds an be aused by other deays ofthe type b! �+��X:� B ! DsDX ! ��+��X,� Bs ! D��s �� ! K��+��X,� �b ! pD0��� et.Other bakgrounds that were quanti�ed inluded ases where:� one or both muon andidates were hadrons that have traversed thealorimeters (punh-through),� one or both muons were from the other b than \K"� \K" and/or muon andidates were from the underlying p�p event,� a � event was produing all the signatures expeted of the signals.



1764 S. GadomskiThe estimates of the bakgrounds were obtained with Monte Carlo teh-niques alibrated with CDF data. A detailed desription is available in [5℄.The bakgrounds listed above tend to produe dimuon andidates wherethe muon harge signs are opposite. As an additional hek against unfore-seen bakgrounds a �t of data distributions assoiated with like-sign dimuonswas done. TheM(K+K�),M(K+��) andM(K0S�+) distributions were ex-amined for evidene of \K" prodution. We �nd that the �, K�0 and K�+signals seen in assoiation with like-sign dimuon andidates are onsistentwith zero. 4. Aeptane and e�ieny orretionsThe observed event yields for the three �nal states, orreted for thebakgrounds desribed above, need to be further orreted for the aep-tane of the detetor, the e�ienies of the various reonstrution stagesand seletion requirements, and for the trigger e�ieny. To study the kine-mati and geometri aeptanes we used a Monte Carlo alulation of bquark prodution and B meson deay followed by a simulation of the de-tetor response. We used both Monte Carlo alulations and measurementsfrom our data to estimate the remaining e�ienies.A signi�ant advantage of measuring a ratio of fragmentation frationsusing similar deays is that many of the aeptanes and e�ienies an-el. For example the overall b quark prodution ross-setion leading toB0, B+ and B0s meson �nal states will be the same. Di�erent signal de-ays also have very similar triggering probabilities. We have studied thee�et of the di�erent phase-spae available for double semileptoni muondeays due to the di�erent B meson masses and �nd this to be a negligi-ble orretion to our result. Furthermore, the trak �nding e�ienies forthe \K" deay produts almost anel in the ratio. In two of the threeases, we reonstrut the �nal \K" from two harged partiles (�! K+K�and K�0 ! K+��). In the third hannel we reonstrut three �nal stateharged partiles (K�+ ! K0S�+;K0S ! �+��). In order to properly in-lude the e�et of this di�erene on our result we have studied the relativereonstrution e�ieny for single harged traks ompared to K0S ! �+��deays using inlusive rates measured in data.5. ResultsThe �nal result is omputed from the measured event yields and alu-lated aeptanes. We measurefsfu + fd = (21:0 � 3:6(stat:) +3:8�3:0(syst:))%; (1)



A Measurement of b Quark Fragmentation Frations by CDF 1765where the �rst unertainty is statistial and the seond is systemati. Table Ilists all soures of unertainty and their ontributions to the �nal resultexpressed as a fration of the measured fs=(fu + fd) value. We ombinethese in quadrature to determine the total unertainty. TABLE IStatistial and systemati unertainties as a fration of the measured value, ex-pressed in perent, on the measurement of fs=(fu+fd). Unless otherwise indiatedthe unertainties are symmetri.Soure of unertainty Contribution [%℄of fs=(fu + fd)Statistial unertainty on N(�) 15.5Statistial unertainty on N(K�+) 7.1Statistial unertainty on N(K�0) 2.7Total statistial unertainty 17.3Potential K� from heavy strange mesons +10.7Potential K� from �b +2.0Other K�0 bakground 7.0Other K�+ bakground 1.0� bakground 9.0Total bakground unertainty +15:6�11:2f ,f�,f�� omposition 5.9�(Bs)=�(B) 5.2�(Ds) 3.6B(�! K+K�) 1.6Traking e�ieny for K0S daughters 1.4�(D+) 1.3Trigger aeptane 1.2�(D0) 0.1B(K0S ! �+��) 0.1Total systemati unertainty +18:1�14:4Our largest unertainty is the statistial preision on the � meson signal.The largest systemati unertainties result from our bakground estimates.Our limits on the heavier strange meson bakgrounds result in an asymmet-ri systemati unertainty. Unertainties on the bakground orretions tothe �, K�+ and K�0 signals are partially orrelated beause they all rely onthe same muon misidenti�ation probability. The ombined systemati un-ertainty assoiated with the �total bakground� takes this orrelation intoaount.



1766 S. GadomskiThe next largest systemati unertainty is related to the omposition ofsemileptoni B meson deays. The unertainties on f , f� and f�� a�et thepreision with whih we an alulate the aeptane. Unertainties on the Band D meson lifetimes also a�et the aeptane beause we use branhingfrations derived from the spetator model. The reonstrution e�ienyfor K0S mesons also introdues an unertainty, as mentioned in Setion 4.The remaining systemati unertainties ome from the branhing frationsof K0S ! �+�� and �! K+K� deays, although these are relatively small.6. Combined CDF resultAnother measurement of fragmentation frations was done by CDF usingb ! eX deays seleted by a trigger sensitive to single eletrons [7, 8℄.Charm deays were fully reonstruted and the appearanes of B+, B0,B0s as well as of �b were ounted. Assuming fu = fd, the analysis yieldsfs=(fu + fd) = (21:3 � 6:8)%.The ombined result of both CDF measurement of the fragmentationfrations was alulated assuming that the hadron speies listed above sat-urate the b-quark prodution rate, in other words fu+ fd+ fs+ fbaryon � 1.This assumption allows to alulate the absolute fragmentation frations.The ombined CDF result is fu � fd = (37:5 � 1:5)%, fs = (16:0 � 2:5)%and fbaryon = (9:0� 2:8)%.The p�p result of fs = (16:0 � 2:5)% is 1.8 standard deviations higherthan the LEP result quoted in Setion 1. It is worth pointing out in thisontext that the average transverse momentum of b hadrons reonstrutedby both CDF analyses is � 20 GeV=, signi�antly lower than at LEP. Itis not exluded that this di�erene auses a di�erene in the hadronisationproess produing di�erent fragmentation frations.We thank the Fermilab sta� and the tehnial sta� at the partiipatinginstitutions for their essential ontributions to this researh. This work issupported by the U.S. Department of Energy and the National Siene Foun-dation; the Natural Sienes and Engineering Researh Counil of Canada;the Istituto Nazionale di Fisia Nuleare of Italy; the Ministry of Eduation,Siene and Culture of Japan; the National Siene Counil of the Republiof China; and the A.P. Sloan Foundation.
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